The independence of the judiciary cannot be assumed. The creation and maintenance of an independent judiciary are difficult political problems, chiefly because independent social and political institutions necessarily make life more difficult for those holding political power. Powerful political actors constantly face the temptation to subvert judicial independence and transform the court system into a more malleable political instrument serving their own immediate needs. Such temptations may be particularly great when the courts become obstructive and the means for overpowering the courts seem readily at hand.
The constitutional response to this difficult problem is to attempt to insulate the courts from political pressure. The U.S. Constitution employs various devices to this end, including giving federal judges lifetime appointments and prohibiting the reduction of their salaries. Of course, there are limits as to how independent the courts can or should be. It must be possible to hold even independent judges accountable for their actions, through impeachment, for example. Given the political power entrusted to judges, it would seem prudent to ensure that they are at least somewhat responsive politically, a goal typically achieved through a political appointment process. Nonetheless, protecting a judge's autonomy is of paramount importance.
In a variety of other ways, the formal protections of the constitutional text are only the first step toward securing effective judicial independence. There remain myriad loopholes that determined elected officials might use to punish the judiciary for its actions and reduce its independence. 1 The American federal judiciary, therefore, may be better understood as "interdependent," rather than truly independent, and the degree of independence that federal judges enjoy is, in fact, a function of the cooperation of elected officials and the degree of judicial independence they are willing to tolerate. Judicial independence is not "grounded so firmly in the Constitution that it cannot be threatened by politicians or interest groups."
The power of judicial review is particularly interesting in this context. Judicial interpretation of statutes can be reversed with relative ease by legislative action, and, unsurprisingly, "separation-of-powers games" have primarily focused on the realm of statutory interpretation. 3 It is in the context of statutory interpretation that the judiciary appears most subject to external constraints and, therefore, might be the most strategic in its own actions. However, "forcing the Court into statutory mode underestimates the Court's freedom to act." 4 Congress cannot readily counter judicial interpretations of the Constitution. Given the difficulty of amending the Constitution, a particular exercise of judicial review is likely to stand unless the Supreme Court itself chooses to back down. In the context of judicial review, the courts seem particularly well positioned to establish their preferred understandings as law. "Constitutional law" is understood to be judicial doctrine, the judge-made gloss on the constitutional text.
In the constitutional context, the possibility of political sanctions being applied against the courts may be more pertinent than the possibility of a political reversal of judicial decisions. The exercise of judicial review may only be strategic, in the sense of adjusting to accommodate external constraints, when the continued institutional integrity of the courts becomes an issue. 5 Courts may avoid confronting the other branches of government when they anticipate that such a confrontation could result in the loss of judicial independence. Apart from that contingency, however, they may feel free to pursue their own understandings of the constitution relatively unhindered by concerns for the policy preferences or constitutional understandings of other political actors.
The purpose of this article is to examine the conditions under which judicial independence, in the exercise of the power of judicial review, might be threatened. I begin by positing a basic model of political support for judicial independence in the exercise of judicial review. I then consider the circumstances under which elected officials would either accept independent judicial review or seek to punish the Court and reduce its independence. This dynamic is illustrated with empirical examples. In this context, I will also explain the incentives for a purely policy-oriented legislature to maintain an independent judiciary with the power of constitutional review, while indicating the circumstances in which the Court is likely to be constrained by strategic considerations in the exercise of that power.
A model of judicial independence
Economic models of political behavior, including game theory, have been used increasingly to examine the rationale for judicial independence. These models have emphasized the fact that courts exist within a political environment, and that political actors have a variety of means at their disposal to sanction and constrain the courts. Judges can only remain independent if other political actors can be convinced that it is in their own interest to tolerate judicial independence, in what may be described as a "dependent independent judiciary." 6 Recent game-theoretic approaches to this problem have put particular emphasis on the strategic interaction of legislatures and courts, and the extent to which the judiciary might respond to the threat of legislative sanction. Although it is not inherent in the game-theoretic structure, it is notable that separationof-powers games have tended to operate at the level of individual cases. 7 This is not surprising, given the sequential game-theoretic structure of move and response by two players. Such games tend to describe a legislature responding to a particular judicial decision, and, likewise, a court responding to a particular legislative action (or anticipated legislative action). In deciding whether to respond negatively to a judicial decision, the legislature is usually described as weighing the immediate costs and benefits of that decision and the immediate consequences of sanctioning the court. The question is framed in terms of what happens in "the next round" of the game, and so political actors are given a particularly myopic perspective on their constitutional and political situation.
This myopic perspective may be justified under certain circumstances. It is rendered problematic, however, by the kinds of sanctioning mechanisms that are actually available in the American constitutional context (and most others). The political power to sanction the Court is a blunt instrument. Congress cannot easily punish the Court in the case of divergent outcomes, when the Court adopts and enforces constitutional understandings at odds with those of elected officials. The available legislative responses to an assertive Court are not, in general, case specific. Rather, Congress is faced with a starker and weightier choice, whether or not to weaken the independence of the courts.
In response to an unpopular constitutional decision, legislators may attempt to reverse it through constitutional amendment or to sanction the judiciary through a variety of instruments.
9 Although the first option has been used successfully in a handful of cases, legislative reversal in the constitutional context is much less readily available than in the statutory context, and the possibility is unlikely to play a significant role in the exercise of judicial review. The second option-sanctioning-is formally easier, but it is also a blunt instrument that can rarely limit itself to affecting specific cases. Congress may, for example, impeach and remove federal judges, and it can also attempt to pack the judiciary through the creation and expansion of judicial positions. Although Congress may not reduce the salary of judges, it may allow judicial compensation to be eroded over time by inflation. The legislature can, more generally, control the funding of the judicial branch, with consequences for such things as staffing and physical infrastructure. Congress arguably could alter a variety of institutional and procedural features of the judiciary, such as requiring circuit duty by Supreme Court justices or specifying the number of votes needed to exercise the power of judicial review. Congress may also alter the jurisdiction of the courts, either selectively redirecting certain classes of cases or making wholesale changes in the judicial workload. But even the most-targeted congressional responses, such as an alteration of appellate jurisdiction, have larger institutional ramifications and cannot simply substitute congressionally favored outcomes in particular cases for judicially favored outcomes.
What is at issue in any decision to sanction the courts is the judiciary's institutional integrity, not just the outcome of a particular case. In that context, the courts represent a basket of policy outcomes. From the perspective of the legislator weighing the decision of whether to sanction the courts, the crucial question is the value of that basket as a whole. The legislator must not only take note of the costs of the immediate policy outcome that diverges from his own preferences but also the costs and potential benefits of a range of future judicial decisions. Although the Court may diverge from the legislature in any given decision, across a set of decisions the Court is likely to have converging as well as diverging preferences. In deciding whether to sanction the Court for an immediate divergent decision, the legislature must weigh the costs of that decision against the discounted present value of various convergent decisions that might be expected in the future (recognizing that the time horizon of elected officials also matters, and that current outcomes have greater weight than future outcomes).
The legislature should only be expected to sanction the judiciary when the value of the basket of outcomes is too low. Specifically, we should expect the legislature to pursue the sanction strategy when the value of an independent judiciary to elected officials drops below zero. This will occur when the utility of independent judicial review plus the political costs of actually imposing sanctions is less than the costs of judicial divergence from the policy preferences of the legislature. Otherwise, the legislature will acquiesce to the independent exercise of judicial review and will merely attempt to influence future judicial decisions through more routine means. The political value of an independent judiciary, exercising the power of judicial review, reflects the degree and importance of the courts' convergence with the legislature minus the degree and importance of the courts' divergence from the legislature, plus a potentially additional political cost that must be paid when actually engaging in court-curbing activities. Put differently, V ϭ U ϩ C -D, where V is defined as the value of independent judicial review, U is the utility to political actors of convergent decisions, and C is the political cost of actually imposing sanctions.
D is the disutility of the set of divergent decisions, where D ϭ ͚P i , in which P is the political payoff from each issue (i) on which the two institutions are divergent. We should expect the legislature to sanction the courts only if D Ͼ U ϩ C. Each of these factors should be examined in turn.
The utility of judicial convergence
It is not immediately obvious why legislators should value convergent decisions. After all, convergence in the preferences of the judiciary and the legislature simply results in the judiciary upholding (or refraining from nullifying) the legislative decision. To the extent that the judiciary upholds a statute, the legislature would appear to be no better off than if the power of judicial review, or an independent judiciary, did not exist at all.
10 From a behavioral perspective, there would appear to be no difference between a convergent but independent judiciary and a dependent or toothless judiciary.
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If the political utility of a convergent court were zero, then it would be the case that the only consideration restraining political actors from sanctioning courts when they strike down legislation would be the level of public support for judicial independence as an abstract value. 12 Although such public regard for the judiciary may be real, this would seem to be a fairly slim support to bear the weight of maintaining an independent judiciary.
In fact, there are plausible reasons why elected officials would find rationales for attaching a positive value to an independent court. The value arising from these rationales, it should be emphasized, is conditional on particular political circumstances; depending on the political environment, of course, political actors may be expected to attach more or less value to the maintenance of a friendly independent judiciary. 13 Four such rationales will be considered. A convergent judiciary can be a useful agent of the legislature in (1) reducing policy uncertainty, (2) stabilizing policy outcomes, (3) managing electoral uncertainty, and (4) disciplining other political actors.
The independent exercise of judicial review by a friendly court may have value as a result of the position of the judiciary in the policy-making process. James Rogers has recently called attention to the "informational dimension of judicial review."
14 Rogers notes that legislators face uncertainty regarding whether a chosen policy instrument will actually achieve the desired policy results. In this context, the exercise of judicial review can be seen as signaling information to the legislature. The information being signaled is not merely about judicial policy preferences relative to legislative policy preferences but, importantly, it is also about the actual effects of legislation. Although legislators can only predict the effects of proposed legislation, the judiciary in hearing cases can "review laws in light of their realized consequences." 15 Although Rogers only considers the informational benefits contained in the fact-rich litigation environment enjoyed by the courts in exercising judicial review, judges may also possess an expertise from which the legislature might benefit. Legislators may be uncertain not only about the factual question of whether a given policy will be effective at meeting constitutional goals but they Legislative sanctions and the strategic environment of judicial review 451 11 Rogers, supra note 5, at 92.
12 Rogers, supra note 5, at 86; Vanberg, Legislative-Judicial Relations, supra note 5, at 348-51. 13 Admittedly, elected officials are unlikely to attach positive value to a uniformly hostile judiciary that repeatedly reaches (from the legislature's perspective) incorrect results. They may be forced to tolerate such a court, but they are unlikely to value it.
may also be uncertain about the precise content and implications of the relevant constitutional rule. Especially when the constitutional law is complex, judges may possess an expertise that legislators lack. Recognizing judicial independence and the power of judicial review may encourage judges to marshal their expertise to make explicit the appropriate constitutional rule. In such circumstances, legislators may want to comply with the constitutional requirements but simply be uncertain as to what those requirements actually are. As a consequence of these factors, the judiciary can provide additional information to the policy-making process that was unavailable to the legislature at the time of the initial policy decision. 16 Preserving courts with the power to exercise judicial review allows them to signal useful policy information to the legislature. A court may exercise the power of judicial review and nullify a law because it disagrees with the goals of the legislature and finds those legislative goals to be constitutionally impermissible. A court may also nullify a law, however, even though it shares the legislature's policy goals and constitutional understandings, when the law, in practice, is failing to achieve those goals or adhere to those constitutional commitments. From a policy perspective, the legislature benefits from the critical postenactment examination of a friendly court. A well-disposed judiciary might be able to prune what would be universally regarded as failed legislation more effectively than the legislature could acting by itself. Moreover, a legislature that can rely on such a judicial safety net can afford to take greater prospective risks in passing legislation in the first place, resulting in more agreeable policies being put in place than if the legislature were forced to rely only on its own assessments and to shy away from constitutionally riskier policy proposals (some proportion of which would, ex post, have proven to be constitutionally acceptable).
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Rogers provides no empirical examples or illustrations to support his formal analysis of informational judicial review. Fortunately, Mark Graber does detail a historical episode that can be readily framed in informational terms.
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Under John Marshall and Roger Taney, the U.S. Supreme Court heard a number of cases involving congressional land grants in the western territories to individuals. These disputes arose because Congress appeared, in many cases, to have awarded the same parcels of land to more than one claimant in different statutory grants. Although the normal mode of statutory interpretation would dictate that the terms of the later statutes would be controlling over the terms of earlier statutes, in these cases the Court asserted that once the earlier statute was determined to have created vested property rights then the later statute could not abrogate those rights. Effectively, the congressional actions in the later statutes were held to be unconstitutional violations of individual property rights because they sought to transfer (previously granted) property from one individual to another without consent or compensation. Although often announcing and acting on an explicit constitutional rule, the Court in these cases framed its determinations as statutory interpretations rather than as statutory nullifications. Rather than striking down one set of statutory provisions as unconstitutional, the Court creatively reinterpreted those provisions in order to make them consistent with the constitutional requirements. The resulting decisions were exercises in judicial review in all but name.
Although the Court was clearly abrogating the specific intentions (such as they were) of Congress, as embodied in these various land grants, the Court was also clearly advancing constitutional principles that were broadly accepted by Congress. In the congressional rush to open up the territories, and in the jumble of making vast numbers of detailed awards of inadequately surveyed land, mistakes were often made. In some instances, Congress simply overlooked the fact that it had already granted title to a piece of land. In other instances, Congress did not adequately know the property it was attempting to divide and grant. In still other instances, Congress created procedures for awarding title that proved unworkable in practice. When the courts heard the resulting litigation, they were able to sort through the conflicting claims and clean up the mess. Congress frequently, though not always, invited precisely such judicial interventions with statutory reservations specifying that the legislation affected no existing claims.
The land-grant cases described by Graber would seem to fit the model of informational judicial review described by Rogers. These cases involved situations in which Congress faced substantial ex ante uncertainty about the actual effects of its legislation, while the courts possessed substantially greater ex post information about those effects. Both Congress and the courts agreed on the basic constitutional principle at stake, and it is reasonable to think that the legislature would even agree with the judiciary's application of that principle and its policy consequences, given the same information. Congress valued the independent exercise of judicial review in these cases because the legislature was able to rush legislation encouraging western settlement through the door while exploiting the factual record created by litigation to improve the policy outcomes. In an antebellum "state of courts and parties," the judiciary was one of the few institutions with the capacity to develop the information that policy makers needed.
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It is possible to imagine similar situations in other policy contexts. For example, a legislature might well adopt a complicated scheme of campaign finance regulation, while recognizing that, in practice, the regulatory regime will create First Amendment complications. A legislature could welcome judicial intervention to resolve the First Amendment complications as they arise in particular applications, even as the larger regulatory structure is preserved intact. Similarly, a legislature might authorize aggressive intelligence gathering activities by law enforcement agencies, believing that such activities can be conducted in a fashion that does not violate constitutional principles. Subsequent practice may indicate that such activities, in fact, create insoluble constitutional difficulties, and independent judicial review may both expose those difficulties and eliminate them by prohibiting the type of activities that the legislature had previously authorized. A legislature might similarly adopt a particular policy, such as compulsory school attendance, without realizing that such a policy would run afoul of some religious practices and that the Constitution might require government accommodation in such circumstances.
A second political rationale for the independent exercise of judicial review by a generally friendly court arises from the electoral instability of the legislature.
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A politically insulated judiciary that is convergent with the political preferences of one legislature may well be divergent from the preferences of a subsequent legislature. A legislature may well be willing to maintain the independence of the judiciary as an insurance policy against future electoral defeat. Although a generally friendly but independent court armed with the power of judicial review may impose some unwanted restrictions on the current legislature, those costs may be worth bearing in the expectation that the same court would impose even greater restrictions on future legislatures controlled by a divergent party. Entrenching a convergent court can mitigate the consequences of future electoral defeat. Similarly, legislators may refrain from tampering with or subverting the independence of the judiciary, when it rules against them and imposes immediate political costs, in the expectation that partisans on the other side will make the same calculation when they are in power. For a given legislature, a currently convergent court possesses the discounted present value of the more assertive decisions in the future.
There is suggestive, though indirect, empirical evidence for this rationale. The most direct support for the thesis is unfortunately hidden by the nonevent of legislative restraint in the face of judicial provocation. Fortunately, more-indirect sources of support for this thesis are available by observing the comparative tendencies of political systems with different levels of electoral uncertainty. 21 Similarly, the initial decision by political leaders to create an independent judiciary armed with the power of constitutional review has often reflected the expectation of future electoral weakness and the prospect of losing political power. 22 In the American context, the actions of the Federalist Congress in rushing passage of the Judiciary Act of 1801, with its reform and expansion of the federal judiciary, explicitly reflected the declining electoral fortunes of the Federalist Party.
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A closely related rationale for valuing an independent but convergent court arises from the electoral dynamic and the concomitant uncertainty. Elections are a mechanism for holding government officials, notably legislators, accountable for their policy decisions and actions. From the perspective of the legislator, electoral accountability means professional risk. In a competitive electoral environment, each political decision carries the risk that it could come back to haunt incumbent legislators at election time and cost the incumbent the election. In some electoral contexts, this burden may be borne by party leaders, who must calculate the costs of legislative action to their party's political fortunes. In others, the primary burden may be borne by individual legislators, who may be held individually responsible for their voting record. Unsurprisingly, this electoral threat can lead to risk-averse behavior on the part of incumbents looking to minimize the chances that they will be turned out of office.
One strategy by which legislators can manage this electoral threat is to delegate politically difficult issues to other institutions, including the judiciary. The goal for legislators would be to achieve the desired policy outcome while minimizing their own perceived responsibility for that outcome. This effort at political blame avoidance can sometimes be achieved through purely legislative stratagems. Delegating control over the legislative agenda and procedure to committee chairmen and floor leaders may enable individual legislators to avoid the electoral repercussions of approving politically controversial policies. Tax increases, for example, might be buried in an omnibus legislative package rather than brought to the floor alone as a distinct bill. 24 Similarly, the 25 Controversies involving civil rights and liberties may be shifted to independent courts to resolve. Convergent courts may be able to reach the policy outcomes favored by legislators while also saving the legislators from the political repercussions associated with rendering such decisions.
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A fourth, and final, rationale for attributing a positive political value to a convergent court lies in the utility of an independent judiciary in correcting other, nonlegislative political actors. The power of judicial review is exercised over the actions of the subnational governments and the national executive branch, as well as over the national legislature. The judiciary is not the only political institution that is potentially independent of congressional control and divergent from its policy preferences. The existence of additional actors beyond the court and the legislature complicates the institutional environment and immediately suggests the possibility of the courts' exploiting the divisions among those other actors. 27 To the extent that the judiciary is largely convergent with legislative preferences, then it can be a useful ally of Congress in constraining the actions of other political actors. In a competitive institutional environment, Congress may value the political independence of a judiciary that can monitor the actions of various institutions.
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A national judiciary armed with a power of judicial review may be particularly important in a federal political system. The U.S. Supreme Court nullifies state actions on constitutional grounds far more often than it nullifies federal actions. Creating some form of national veto over state policy decisions was an important goal of many of those who met in the Philadelphia convention to draft the U.S. Constitution. James Madison was particularly concerned that constitutional reforms include some mechanism for constraining the states. 29 Madison's initial proposal that Congress itself have the power to review and veto state legislation was defeated in the convention, but the power to review state laws for their consistency with the U.S. Constitution and federal legislation was granted to the national judiciary. Some form of national veto over state legislation is probably essential to maintaining the integrity of a federal union and national policy making. The national government must be able to protect itself against state actions designed to subvert national policy. Empowering the courts to fulfill this monitoring role and securing the supremacy of the national constitution and legislature is ultimately more efficient than relying on Congress itself, which has little capacity for or interest in such sustained monitoring. 30 Given that subnational governments are likely to diverge from the policy preferences of the national legislature, a nationally convergent court has political value for the legislature.
It is not obvious, however, that a judiciary that is valued for its capacity for maintaining the national government's supremacy needs to be independent. In order to perform this function, the courts evidently need to be independent only of the state governments. The Federalists distrusted the independence of the state courts, and precisely for this reason Congress immediately authorized the removal of constitutional disputes from the state courts to the U.S. Supreme Court in section 25 of the Judiciary Act of 1789. 31 But courts may not need to be independent of the national legislature in order to maintain national supremacy. Exercising the power of constitutional review over federal legislation, where the national-supremacy rationale is not present, has long been more controversial than exercising the same power over state legislation. Nonetheless, two considerations point to the need for complete judicial independence.
The representative structure of Congress creates the first argument in favor of judicial independence. The national legislature itself is not completely independent of the state governments. Prior to the Seventeenth Amendment, the 32 An abstract interest in preserving national supremacy may lead Congress to tie its own hands (or constitutional draftsmen to tie its hands) so that an independent judiciary can pursue that goal in particular cases, where political pressure might otherwise cause congressional resolve to waver.
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The second argument turns more on the dynamic of the delegation to the judiciary than on the logic of the delegation itself. The role of the judiciary as constitutional guardian cannot easily be circumscribed. Federalism, unlike mere decentralized governance, has constitutional foundations. Subnational governments have independent constitutional authority and are not mere dependents of the national legislature and, thus, are unlikely to be accommodating to correction from the national legislature. An independent judiciary may plausibly serve as a neutral arbiter of constitutional disputes involving the state governments and, thereby, aid in the peaceful and efficient resolution of such disputes. 34 Placing both governments under the authority of an independent judiciary may, in effect, reflect a political bargain between state and national political officials. 35 In addition, once national political officials have declared that the judiciary is the appropriate institution for interpreting the Constitution and enforcing it against subnational political officials, it is difficult to reverse course and insist that judicial interpretation is only appropriate in the context of the states. If judges have a special relationship with the Constitution vis-à-vis state officials, then the presumption is likely to be strong that the judges have a similar privileged relationship with the Constitution 
The costs of imposing sanctions
It is unlikely to be costless for the legislature to attempt to sanction the judiciary and reduce its independence. Of course, in reducing judicial independence the legislature suffers the loss of the utility of judicial independence, as described above. The legislature may also suffer a more direct political cost from the sanctioning effort itself. The sources of such costs are various. For example, given limited legislative resources, in pursuing an attack on the courts political officials suffer the opportunity cost of laying aside other legislative priorities. Political capital expended in mobilizing a legislative coalition behind court-curbing activities cannot be used to mobilize a coalition behind substantive policy initiatives. More important, however, is the risk of a political backlash against the threat to judicial independence. Of course, those political actors who agree with the substantive decisions of the courts are likely to oppose efforts to sanction the courts for those decisions; however, that presumably reflects the cost of mobilizing any legislative coalition. The fact that opposition legislators will oppose the proposals of the legislative majority is not particular to this setting and does not have unusual political consequences for majority legislators. The broad implications of such decisions about basic political institutions are more problematic for those favoring sanctions. Different legislators, with a different set of overall policy preferences, will value the utility of an independent judiciary differently. Among other considerations, discussed in greater detail below, the more convergent the court is with the preferences of a given legislator the more value a court is likely to have to that legislator. Two legislators who are equally displeased by a particular divergent decision by a court may, nonetheless, weight the overall value of the court differently.
The effort to sanction the court, therefore, might mobilize members of the majority's own coalition against the court-curbing efforts, as well as members of the opposition coalition. Indeed, historic court-curbing efforts in the United States, such as President Franklin Roosevelt's "Court-packing plan," in which Roosevelt sought statutory authority to appoint an additional seven justices to the Supreme Court beyond the nine justices then serving, are often blamed for fragmenting the majority's political coalition and derailing its legislative agenda.
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More uniquely, the judiciary may have public support that creates risks for those who would attack the courts. Legislative and political action always risks fragmenting a political coalition since members of the coalition are unlikely to share precisely the same policy preferences. 38 To this extent, the threat of political disunity provoked by court-curbing efforts may be only a more dramatic form of the centrifugal forces that are always present in politics. Unlike other objects of legislative policy making, however, the judiciary may be independently valued by the public and by political actors as a political good in its own right. An attack on the courts may provoke a public backlash against those who seek to subvert a cherished national institution, independent of any calculation about the particular actions that the court has taken or may take in the future. In some cases, the reaction of an international audience may also be relevant to the political calculation.
Before legislators are willing to sanction the court, they must be willing to bear the risks of a public backlash against such sanctioning activity. Public approval of the courts, and, in particular, the diffuse support for the courts as an institution, is often taken as important evidence for the legitimacy of independent judicial action and the entrenchment of judicial independence. 39 The fact that the U.S. Supreme Court, for example, often garners higher public approval in opinion surveys than Congress suggests that Congress would risk a substantial negative public reaction if it were to attack the Court. 40 A crucial question, however, is to what degree is the public's approval of the judiciary independent of the decisions made by the judiciary. If the level of public support for the courts simply reflects the level of public agreement with the courts' actions, then there may be no independent political cost to be paid for attacking the courts. The cost-benefit calculation of the value of judicial decisions may capture the entire logic of support for judicial independence; there may be no residual public support for the abstract value of judicial independence. If so, then C would approach zero, and the decision to sanction would depend simply on the value of the other factors. There is some suggestive evidence in this direction. 41 Public approval of the Supreme Court, for example, appears to track the degree of convergence between the broad ideological preferences of the Court and those of the general public. 42 The public reaction to the Court's decision in Bush v. Gore, settling the 2000 presidential election controversy, reflected such a tendency in members of the public to evaluate the Court in terms of agreement with their own substantive preferences. 43 This is consistent with similar findings on the public response to other cases. 44 Public opinion does not appear to have turned against Roosevelt's Court-packing scheme until the Court itself reversed course and signaled its willingness to acquiesce to popular policies. 45 If the public does not so much value judicial independence per se as it values judicial agreement with its own preferences, then the independent political costs to representative legislators seen engaging in court-curbing activity may be negligible. 
The costs of judicial divergence
Assessing judicial divergence is more complicated when the institution as a whole must be taken into account and not simply a single decision. The judiciary is unlikely to diverge from the preferences of the legislature on every issue, so the legislature's view of a court or individual judge will always reflect a mix of convergent and divergent decisions. The political utility of convergent preferences between the legislature and the court on any given issue will depend on the conditions discussed above. By contrast, the political disutility or cost of divergent preferences between the two institutions on any given issue simply reflects the loss of the legislature's favored policy outcome. The judicial veto of legislation reestablishes the default outcome of the status quo ante, and the legislature suffers according to the distance between the status quo ante and the legislature's preferred policy.
Over the entire range of political issues, the legislature and the judiciary can have divergent preferences along two dimensions. One dimension is breadth-measuring the number of issues on which there is divergence between the two institutions. At one extreme, the courts could diverge from the legislature on zero percent of relevant policies. In this case, whether through judicial restraint or sincere preference convergence, the court would leave in place every policy outcome reached by the legislature (and the cost of divergence would be zero). At the other extreme, the courts could diverge from the legislature on 100 percent of relevant policies, in which case the courts would nullify every statute reflecting the legislature's preferred policy outcomes. Of course, the actual degree of divergence is likely to fall somewhere in between these two extremes, though almost certainly near the complete convergence end of the continuum. As a practical matter, a court is unlikely to be able to review every policy to emerge from the legislature, and so some policies will be implemented even if the courts might prefer to nullify them. 47 As a jurisdictional matter, most laws do not raise any serious constitutional issues, and so many legislative policy choices will stand regardless of the personal policy preferences of the judges. The relevant divergence between the views of the court and the legislature is only on the legal question of constitutionality, not policy per se. 48 Even for those laws that raise recognizable constitutional issues, the range of disagreement between judges and legislators ( just as the range of disagreement between opposed political partisans) will be truncated. More often than not, the constitutional understandings of mainstream judges and mainstream legislators will be convergent rather than divergent. In terms of the effective number of policy outcomes at stake, the difference between a convergent-type court and a divergent-type court is quite small. Nonetheless, an "activist" court may be a political hindrance and provoke a legislative response even if the quantity of cases at issue is relatively small. The second dimension of divergence is importance-measuring the intensity of the legislative preferences related to (or the political salience of) the issues about which the two institutions disagree. 50 Although there is often a tendency to assume that every exercise of the power of judicial review is important, many are not. The mere fact that a legislative provision has been struck down as unconstitutional does not mean that the underlying legislative provision was otherwise important or politically valued. Similarly, some legislative decisions may have been politically important at the time they were made and yet lose political salience over time. The underlying facts, or simply the political preferences of the legislature, might change before the issue reaches the court. Some legislative votes are "politically compelling" in that "legislators feel compelled to support certain policy options because the intended effects are popular, irrespective of whether the proposed means will really achieve those ends." 51 In such votes, legislators merely want to be seen taking the popular political position. The eventual nullification of such policies by the courts may have little significance to the legislature. Conversely, the act of judicial review itself may cause an otherwise dormant issue to become politically salient. For example, flag burning was nonexistent as a political issue until the Supreme Court ruled that state law prohibiting the desecration of national flags could not be constitutionally applied to a political protester.
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The legislature suffers a political loss every time the judiciary strikes down a policy. 53 The significance of that loss varies, however, depending on the importance of the issue. The overall cost of judicial divergence for the legislature is the sum of those political losses (D ϭ ͚P i ). The greater the number of policies Legislative sanctions and the strategic environment of judicial review 463 rejected by the courts and the greater the importance of those policies to the legislature, the greater the political cost of the independent exercise of judicial review is to the legislature and the more willing the legislature will be to sanction the courts.
Implications
Legislative support for judicial independence in the exercise of judicial review depends on a political cost-benefit analysis by legislators. If independent judicial review is more politically costly to legislators than it is beneficial to them, then the legislature is likely to seek to subvert judicial independence and to look for ways to sanction the courts. If judicial review is, on the whole, beneficial to legislators, then they are likely to support, or at least acquiesce in, an independent judiciary. Separation-of-powers games often assume that legislative sanctions can be applied against the courts on a case-by-case basis. In considering whether to uphold a particular statute, judges are assumed to take into account the likelihood of provoking legislative sanctions if they act against legislative preferences in a given case. Similarly, legislators are assumed to weigh the political costs every time the courts nullify a statute. By isolating the interaction of the courts and the legislature over each case, such accounts may misrepresent the political calculus of judicial review and underestimate the strength of judicial independence. It is often the case that the sanctioning mechanisms available to the legislature do not allow for such fine-grained applications. Sanctioning the courts over one case is likely to have consequences for future cases as well. When the available sanctioning mechanisms are relatively global, consequently reducing the institutional independence of the courts, then the political logic, detailed above, would apply and sanctions would only be imposed if D Ͼ U ϩ C. Courts may realize that they can make relatively unpopular decisions without provoking legislative sanction. Precisely because the institutional integrity of the courts is at stake, the judiciary may be well situated to take bolder action.
Even when sanctioning mechanisms appear to be precise, their use may, in fact, have larger institutional consequences. The Canadian Constitution, for example, includes a provision for an effective legislative override of judicial constitutional decisions. 54 Although use of the provision does not have, formally, any larger institutional implications for the Canadian courts, regular use of the provision would obviously undermine the significance of constitutional review. Canadian legislators could easily reverse disagreeable judicial decisions, but they would also, more generally, lose much of the value of independent judicial review. Establishing a norm against using the legislative override provision would help secure the value of judicial review despite the formal constitutional authority of the legislature to override judicial decisions. In fact, the override provision has been rarely used.
On the other hand, the capability of creating special or exceptional courts may alter the political calculus. In some countries, legislatures can establish special courts, separate from the regular judicial system, to hear a specific class of cases. Such special courts are usually given jurisdiction over the most politically sensitive class of cases and are not allowed significant independence. The option of creating such exceptional courts may help preserve the independence of the rest of the judiciary. Once the most politically sensitive cases have been shifted to the special courts, the political costs of the independent exercise of judicial review by the regular courts in a variety of other cases are substantially reduced, and, therefore, the likelihood of legislative sanctions being directed against the regular courts is also reduced. 55 Political practice in a number of developing countries is consistent with this expectation. The creation of special courts has served to relieve the political pressure on the regular courts, which have been otherwise left free to act independently even during fairly repressive regimes. 56 By contrast, similar regimes in countries that have not employed special courts have proven intolerant of any judicial independence.
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The political value of judicial independence depends on the interaction of a number of variables, reflecting the potential benefits of independent judicial review to the legislature, the direct political costs of attempting to sanction the courts, and the political costs of the judicial veto being exercised on behalf of political goals that are divergent from the legislature's own. A number of expectations about the effects of these variables can be identified, however.
A historical dynamic in the United States
The U.S. Constitution provides a number of protections for an independent judiciary, and the power of judicial review has been long recognized as implicit in the constitutional scheme. Nonetheless, American history is littered with efforts to sanction the courts. Critics of the judiciary have suggested a variety of measures short of constitutional amendment to sanction the courts, including impeachment, the manipulation of the size of the Court, the alteration of Legislative sanctions and the strategic environment of judicial review 465 55 Recall that D ϭ ͚P i . The creation of special courts reduces the number of issues on which the regular courts can diverge from the legislature; i r Ͻ i rϩs , where r is regular courts and s is special courts. 56 See Christopher Larkins, The Judiciary and Delegative Democracy in Latin America, 30 COMP. POL.
(1998).
57 Id. at 427-35. the Court's jurisdiction, and the direct regulation of judicial powers.
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These efforts have also varied substantially in their seriousness and probability of legislative success, as well as in their apparent success in altering judicial behavior. The variation in the degree and the success of congressional court-curbing activity is consistent with the expectations of the model elaborated above. Stuart Nagel identified several periods of high-frequency congressional courtcurbing activity and also distinguished between more and less successful periods of court-curbing. Nagel identified 165 bills designed to sanction the Court and introduced into Congress between 1789 and 1959. Based on both quantitative and qualitative factors, he identified seven periods, encompassing fifty years, of intensified congressional court-curbing. Together these periods accounted for 87 percent of the total number of bills. 59 Of those seven periods, he judged only four to be relatively successful, in that they satisfied at least two of three criteria, these being "above average on the number of bills reported out of committee [i.e., four or more]; . . . above average on the per cent of successful bills [i.e., 25 percent or above]; and . . . was climaxed by retreat of the Court on the majority of issues involved."
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In particular, these court-curbing periods can be used to examine three propositions flowing out of the previous discussion. First, all else being equal and consistent with the informational rationale, we would expect to see independent judicial review lose value, and court-curbing activity increase, when the constitutional views of the Court can be readily identified as divergent from the constitutional views of the Congress. Second, consistent with the electoral-insurance rationale, we would also expect to see court-curbing increase when the majority of legislators are confident of their future electoral prospects and thus have fewer incentives to cooperate with other parties or fewer reasons to anticipate their future electoral defeat. Finally, consistent with the costs of divergence, we would expect court-curbing to increase when the Court nullifies a series of particularly important legislative policies. All three of these factors are present during the four most successful court-curbing periods. Active judicial review in a context in which judicial independence has limited value, and evident costs, to dominant elected officials has resulted in the serious threat of legislative sanctions being directed against the Court. These data cannot provide a sharp test of, or among, these hypotheses, in part, because in the American context these factors tend to move together and point to the same outcomes. The American experience can, however, help illuminate these theoretical expectations and suggest their plausibility for further investigations. Moreover, reexamining these court-curbing episodes in light of the recent judicial independence literature may shed further light on the political substance of these historical events and how they should be interpreted.
The four most successful court-curbing periods in Congress occurred in the early 1800s, the late 1820s, the 1860s, and the mid-1930s. Each of these periods also marked the rise to power of a new majority political party with distinctive political and constitutional commitments. In the early 1800s, the highly organized Jeffersonians triumphed over the Federalists. In the late 1820s, the Jacksonians won control of national government and formed the Democratic Party. In the 1860s, the new Republican Party gained control of Congress and the White House, as the regional base of the Democratic Party attempted to leave the Union. In the 1930s, the Great Depression swept the Republican Party out of the government and swept the New Deal Democratic Party into power.
Evident divergence. The divergent constitutional understandings of Congress and the Court are particularly evident to legislators during these periods. A critical feature of Rogers's informational model of judicial review is that the legislature is uncertain of the preferences of the Court. When the legislature passes legislation that it would itself view as inappropriate if fully informed, "the convergent Court behaviorally 'pools' with the divergent Court in vetoing the legislation. As a result, the Legislature cannot deduce with certainty whether the veto stems from a divergent or convergent Court." 61 To label a court divergent or convergent may be a heroic assumption in many contexts, as the case of the U.S. Supreme Court suggests. The informational rationale for judicial review evaporates as soon as the legislature can be reasonably certain that the court is rejecting its legislation because of the court's divergent preferences rather than because of its informational advantages, however. At these moments of abrupt legislative transition, when new political coalitions with sharply divergent policy preferences come to power, legislators are likely to be quite aware of the hostile intentions of the holdover judges appointed by the previous party. In such circumstances, judicial review carries few informational benefits to the current legislature. The judges will be perceived as mere obstructionists, rather than useful partners in policy making.
The divergence in preferences between the two institutions is well known in the context of rapid electoral transitions. Examining the structure of American political institutions, Robert Dahl argued that federal judges would only be hostile to congressional interests immediately following such electoral breaks. 62 The regularity of the judicial appointment process would tend to bring judicial inclinations in line with those of stable legislative majorities. When electoral alignments were suddenly destabilized, however, the appointed judges would be the lingering representatives of the deposed political majority and could be expected to obstruct the legislative efforts of the new majority until gradually replaced. Dahl's particular expectations of judicial obstruction were not entirely confirmed, but his institutional insight flowed from common political wisdom.
Elected officials were well aware of the political divergence of the courts during these periods. The Federalists were explicit in turning to the judiciary as an "anchor" against the Jeffersonian storm, and the Jeffersonians easily recognized that the federal courts were hostile territory controlled by their partisan foes. 63 Although the regime prior to the Jacksonian ascendancy was not as well defined, Jackson's supporters were nonetheless fully convinced that the Supreme Court, still dominated by Federalist-appointee John Marshall, was divergent from their own political goals. In many ways, Marshall's Court was highly representative of the constitutional and political values that the Jacksonians opposed. 64 Similarly, Lincoln and the Republicans were not uncertain about the political location of the Taney Court. Lincoln himself had been an articulate lecturer on the common ties between the Democratic Party and the Court that issued the Dred Scott decision extending the sphere of slavery in the territories. 65 Finally, Progressive intellectuals and politicians had been denouncing the politics of the Lochner Court for years before the victory of the New Deal coalition. In a speech during his first election campaign, Franklin Roosevelt departed from his prepared remarks to assert that "the Republican party was in complete control" of the courts. 66 For presidents with such reconstructive ambitions, the Court's location on the political map is all too obvious and very much a point of concern. 67 The informational benefits of judicial review to legislators in such circumstances are slight. 68 Electoral confidence. These periods also represent moments of great electoral confidence on the part of those in power. Political parties have rarely been as dominant in the United States as they have been in some other countries. Even when a particular party largely defines a political era, the other party is often competitive for control of at least one of the three elected bodies in the national government. 69 Even when political tenure looks secure in hindsight, the elected politicians were often "running scared" at the time and did not feel that security. 70 In the immediate aftermath of such smashing electoral victories as Jefferson's, Jackson's, Lincoln's, and Roosevelt's, however, the near-term threats to the political dominance of the newly empowered majority seem more likely to come from the unelected judiciary than from electoral opponents. Although Jefferson's victory over Adams was somewhat narrow, it was nonetheless decisive. The Federalists were demoralized and effectively driven out of national politics. Jackson's opponents were more durable and coalesced into the Whig Party, but the Jacksonian coalition seemed unstoppable until temporarily derailed by the Panic of 1837. Although long-term prospects were less certain, the Republicans were assured of near-term dominance of the national government with the exclusion of the Democratic South from the electorate. Similarly, the Great Depression meant that intraparty factional strife was the biggest problem for the large Democratic majorities.
These four periods of intensified congressional court-curbing activity were, somewhat uniquely, periods in American history in which the majority party was not faced with serious electoral threats. These parties did not fear imminent electoral defeat, and, as a consequence, were unlikely to see enhanced value in an independent judiciary armed with a power of judicial review that could harass future legislative majorities. 71 The insurance policy of an independent judiciary is less salient in these periods of dramatic electoral success than in periods of more normal political competition.
Heightened stakes. The Court was imposing, and threatened to impose, substantial political costs on these newly empowered political majorities, even as the however, mounted their court-curbing efforts in response to conflicts between the federal judiciary and the states. A similar analysis of judicial invalidations of state statutes reveals a spike of activity in the early 1820s. 73 Since the Jacksonians actually favored a smaller federal government than the Marshall Court did, it is not surprising that the relevant policy conflict would arise in the context of judicial review of the state governments rather than judicial review of the federal government. 74 The issues at stake in these cases were more important than the sheer number of laws that the Court struck down during these periods. While the use of the power of judicial review in the Marbury case is indicative of the conflict between the Jeffersonians and the Marshall Court, the provision of the Judiciary Act struck down in that case was of no substantive interest to the Jeffersonians and its invalidation actually enabled Marshall to escape a more direct conflict with the administration over the Court's power to mandate executive action.
The myriad political activities of Federalist judges and the general empowerment of the national judiciary in 1801 were of greater concern and were perceived to be directly threatening to the substantive goals of the "Revolution of 1800." The constitutional opinions of the Court in the 1820s ran counter to the constitutional sensibilities of the Jacksonians. Although the Jacksonians were well positioned to prevent the federal government from expanding in the manner that the Marshall Court favored, the Court's restrictions on the states did hamper the substantive policy goals and decentralizing commitments of the Jacksonians. Between 1819 and 1832, the Court struck down five insolvency laws, two laws attacking the Bank of the United States, one land claimant law, two charter infringements, a coastal navigation law, an import license law, a state bill of credit law, and an Indian jurisdiction law, many arising out of Jacksonian strongholds in southern and western states. 75 Although these decisions were not all equally salient politically, several of them involved central issues of western expansion and commercial regulation and the general trend played into Jacksonian concerns about state autonomy. Beginning with Dred Scott and extending through the wartime habeas corpus disputes and several cases involving judicial organization, the Court repeatedly threatened Republican policies regarding slavery, the conduct of the Civil War, and Reconstruction, and Congress anticipated additional fundamental judicial challenges to its actions in such vital policy areas. Most famously, the Hughes Court repeatedly struck down central elements of the New Deal and raised basic constitutional questions about Roosevelt's response to the Great Depression.
There were three less significant periods of court-curbing activity in Congress prior to 1960 (the endpoint of Nagel's data), in the mid-1890s, the early 1920s, and the mid-1950s. During these periods, unusual numbers of court-curbing bills were introduced in Congress, but those proposals were relatively unsuccessful in clearing legislative hurdles or provoking a reaction from the Court. These less successful periods also help illuminate the courtcurbing dynamic. In terms of number of invalidations, the Court was fairly active in the 1920s and 1950s, but not unusually active in the 1890s. 76 The 1895 income tax decision was unusually salient, however, and the courts had also made a number of controversial labor and commerce decisions during the period involving judicial powers and statutory interpretation. 77 Likewise, the constitutional decisions of the 1920s and 1950s were of unusual political importance. 78 None of these three periods involved the rise of a new political coalition. As the heterogeneity of the dominant legislative coalition increases, there are fewer and less intense points of agreement among its members. Under such circumstances, the costs of independent judicial review are less widely shared, and more legislators perceive the potential benefits of judicial independence. Although the legislators advocating court-curbing during these periods recognized that the Court was sharply divergent from their own preferred position, those legislators did not represent dominant coalitions. Instead, the Populists of the 1890s, the Progressive Republicans of the 1920s, and the Conservative Coalition of the 1950s represented factional divisions (at best) within the majority. The substantive policy concerns that motivated such proposals were not widely shared within the legislative majority, and the factional split emphasized the extent to which an independent judiciary could be useful to some legislators even as it was harmful to others. Despite the relative success of Franklin Roosevelt's Court-packing plan, it ultimately lost support for similar reasons, as various legislative interests saw risks to their own distinct goals in increasing presidential influence over the Court. 
Conclusion
Judicial independence requires political maintenance. Courts may be empowered with independence and judicial review by constitutional drafters, but those formal grants of authority are vulnerable to subsequent political manipulation. Apparently strong, formal constitutional guarantees have often proven inadequate in securing a strong and independent judiciary in practice. Other political actors have often proven powerful enough to subvert judicial independence and to discourage judicial activism. Powerful political actors must have a stake in the continuation of the constitutional system; otherwise they will search for ways to escape its strictures. Empowering an independent judiciary is one strategy for securing constitutional commitments, but the ultimate effectiveness of that strategy depends on the size of the challenges that the courts face.
The courts operate within a political environment that places limits on their sphere of action. Those limits are undoubtedly greater in the statutory context, where judicial decisions can be overturned relatively easily. Those limits are also likely to be affected by basic institutional and constitutional features, such as the formal protections offered to the courts and the number of veto players in the policy-making process. 80 The limits will also be affected by the political calculations of other actors in the system. Judges have room to maneuver as long as other actors have reason to refrain from exploiting the vulnerabilities of the courts.
This article has focused on the set of political considerations that must be taken into account by elected officials when evaluating judicial review and weighing the possibility of sanctioning the courts. It elaborates several political rationales that might lead legislators to support independent judicial review, as well as the factors that might lead them to oppose it. The decision to sanction ultimately turns on a calculation of when the costs of continued independent judicial review outweigh the benefits of such an institution and the risks of any political backlash against the sanctioning effort itself. This approach suggests that independent judicial review can be fairly robust when the informational and electoral environments of the legislature are uncertain, the institutional environment is dense, the public independently values the judiciary, and the range and salience of judicial disagreement with the legislature are relatively low. This has been the normal political environment in American history, and it is not surprising, therefore, that the federal judiciary has historically been fairly active and independent in exercising the power of judicial review. The U.S. Supreme Court can generally act "sincerely" on its constitutional understandings because the strategic environment for such actions has been generally favorable. When cohesive political coalitions sweep into power with sharply differing constitutional understandings, the Court faces much more serious constraints. Under those conditions, the strategic environment for the active exercise of the power of judicial review is less hospitable. 81 In like fashion, it can be expected that judiciaries in unitary political systems with electorally secure political coalitions will be less likely to develop and maintain the capacity for strongly independent constitutional review. position in all types of litigation after the court-curbing periods). Adequately evaluating those case studies and the extent of the "empirical support for the separation-of-powers model" that they offer requires recognizing the conditions in which such legislative sanctions might be meaningful. Segal, supra note 4, at 33. Of course, this paper has not focused on how the Court has responded to these threats of legislative sanction, but simply on the political impetus for the threats themselves.
